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Abstract. This article analyzes creation methods of automated design system. The creation methods of flat steel truss 
automated design system are discovered with Unified Modeling Language. Use case, collaboration and statechart di-
agrams are presented. Analyzed objects-classes: bar, welding seam and node sheet. Class bar methods select cross 
sections of bars from standard edges database, calculate bar’s geometry, write information to matrix and draw bars in 
the drawing. The bar’s welding seams near node sheet are calculated using class welding seam methods; information 
is read from matrix and drawn. Knowing bars’ and welding seams’ geometry, class node sheet methods design node 
sheets. Integrated CAD environment (AutoCAD) with Visual Basic Application programming language enlarges pos-
sibilities in engineering design. Design system and an example of flat steel truss project with specification are pre-
sented. Creation methods of automated design system are discussed and conclusions are made. 
Keywords: Object-oriented programming, truss design, Unified Modeling Language. 

Introduction 

Unified Modeling language (UML) is still being ad-
vanced today. It evolves theoretical fundamentals and 
creates programming systems for automation modeling 
process (DeBardeleben et al. 2009; Eichelberger and 
Schmid 2009; Nugroho 2009). Modeling language UML 
is used for designing varied programs and systems. For 
example it is used to design patterns to capture best prac-
tices in object-oriented finite element programming 
(Heng and Mackie 2009). Applications are defined based 
on a re-configuration management pattern (Gumzej et al. 
2009). It is also used for recovering structural design 
patterns from object-oriented source code (De Lucia et al. 
2009) or for developing the service-oriented distance 
learning environment adaptable to the user’s needs, the 
scenarios for automated linking of educational resources 
are described by means of sequence diagrams 
(Dzemydienė and Tankelevičienė 2009). A class diagram 
of a constructive memory agent and its relation with a 
design optimization tool represents the composition rela-
tion in UML (Gero and Peng 2009). Another example of 
UML usage is the prediction of the evacuation route 
which is the foundation of evacuation simulation models 
(Sun and de Vries 2009). 

Graphical system AutoCAD (Automated Computer 
Aided Design) uses Visual Basic for Applications lan-
guage (VBA). For example it uses a method for auto-
mated generation of the construction planning from a 
solid model of the building (De Vries and Harink 2007). 

Present study provides a methodology to represent build-
ings in 3-D, in which the different information are at-
tached to corresponding components of the building and 
explains how to store the textual information as well as 
provides the retrieval mechanism (Bansal and Pal 2007). 
Another example is where the procedure considers types 
of materials and the structural shapes of the drawings to 
compute the cost of the structural skeleton elements using 
interactive automation. The main concept focuses on 
using layer computation of the drawing after converting it 
into a drawing inter-exchangeable file format (Jadid and 
Idrees 2007). 

Various methods may be used for design steel struc-
tures (Daniūnas and Urbonas 2007; Šešok and Belevicius 
2008). This article is a follow-up for the truss node’s 
project (Sokas 2007a, b) and it applies the same class 
diagram with drawing influencing classes: bar, seam, 
sheet and specification. The same truss bar methods (cal-
culating, connecting, finding, and testing) are still used, 
only drawing methods are changed. The welding seams 
are found and labeled in a different way. The node sheets 
are calculated and drawn for all nodes of the truss. 

Already known technology is utilized for drawing 
connection with database (Sokas and Juodagalvienė 
2008). The specification of truss objects is formed from 
drawing based on previously created technology (Sokas 
2004, 2008). This article analyzes creation methods of 
automated design system. The creation methods of flat 
steel truss automated design system are discovered with 
UML. 
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Automated design system modeling with UML 

Use case models are presented by use case diagrams 
(Fig 1). This model presents main system’s functions 
apprehensible by the end-user. It is designed from analy-
sis of end-users demands for the system. Use case dia-
grams are typical user and system interaction. 
 

 
Fig 1. Truss automated design system use case  
diagram 

 
Use case diagram (Fig 1) have following cases: find-

ing stress and displacements, designing and drawing con-
struction, formatting specifications. Lets’ analyze only 
case of truss automated design system. We begin to re-
search what objects are needed for every task of use case 
diagrams and how these objects interact among each 
other. 

Collaboration of systems objects. The collaboration 
diagram presents realization elements such as a class, 
objects and relationship among them. The diagram pre-
sents ensemble’s static and actions.  

In this collaboration diagram (Fig 2) user controls a 
form from which it begins to calculate cross-section truss 
bar. Then the system automatically finds fund-required 
cross-section in the database, forms construction, fulfils 
stress and stability control, writes useful information to a 
matrix and draws the bar. After that the system automati-
cally calculates welding seam between the bar and the 
node sheet, writes useful information to a matrix and 
draws the seam. Finally the system automatically designs 
the node sheet using the matrix and draws it. 

The truss geometry is complex: the nodes need to be 
numbered, the numbers attached to the bars, the nodes 
coordinates, the bars length and corners need to be 
known. All data is written to the bars matrix, where spe-
cific bar’s information takes one matrix row. Further in 
design the matrix is written with other information about 
the bar: bar’s stress, required cross-section area, discov-
ered cross-section area from two angles in the database, 
angle’s characteristics such as number, height, thickness 
of mesh, radius of inertia according to horizontal axis of 
cross-section center, distance to the center of mass. The 
matrix marks truss top, bottom bars and other useful in-
formation for finishing the project. 

Another frame button forms graphical objects speci-
fication and presents it in the drawing. 

 
Fig 2. Truss design system collaboration diagram 

 
All messages from collaboration diagram example 

for the object’s truss bar (calculate, connect, test, find, 
draw) are presented as class operations. We will analyze 
class object’s operations in the next chapter. 

State charts of a truss. Begin to analyze formation 
of a truss dynamics (Fig 3). 

 
Fig 3. Truss design system statechart diagram 

 
The design of a truss has four states. The first state is 

designing and drawing of a truss bar. The second state is 
writing information to the bar’s matrix. This happens in a 
cycle until all bars are designed, their information is writ-
ten to a matrix and the matrix information is used for 
designing other bars. The third state is designing and 
drawing of a welding seam between the bar and the future 
node sheet. Here the bar’s matrix is used again. This is an 
integration state of the truss design, which is iterated 
dependent on the number of bars in the truss. Fourth de-
sign state of a truss starts when we have all of the truss 
bars and seams, then we can design node’s sheet depend-
ent on the forces and welding seams’ lengths. 

The class diagram of truss in the drawing is com-
posed from aggregation links connected classes: bar, 
seam, sheet and specification (Sokas 2007a). 
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Object-oriented programming 

We begin research of the class objects, which auto-
matically design truss constructions: bars, seams and 
node sheets. A graphical environment and a working 
programming language in this environment are required 
for design of such systems. For example, Visual Basic for 
Application programming language works with the 
AutoCAD environment. 

The class Bar. Class Bar methods (Fig 4) connect 
up, finding, testing are presented in the article (Sokas 
2007a). We draw the designed construction. 
 

 
Fig 4.  Class bar with methods 

 
The original information: the numbers of truss bars 

are formed according to nodes’ numbers, the stress of 
bars is found from truss calculated scheme dependent on 
acting load and bearing, calculated length and angles of 
bars are created from matrix of nodes’ coordinates, 
needed cross-section is calculated based on acting stress 
and the strength of steel. All original information is writ-
ten to the bars’ matrix (Fig 9). After executing class Bar’s 
methods (connecting up, finding, testing), the columns of 
other bars’ matrices are filled out. Then truss bars can be 
drawn when cross-sections of the bars are known. This 
can be done by three drawing methods, because the truss 
tops, bottoms and other bars geometrical orientations are 
different, it is easier to draw in three ways. The bar is 
drawn horizontally, then it is rotated by necessary angle 
which makes it is simpler to control design process. A 
fragment of drawing’s procedure is presented where vec-
tor p is formed from specific points x = t(0), y = t(1) and 
a line pp is drawn and rotated by an angle which is taken 
from the bars matrix [Bars]. The truss bars are formed 
this way. The most important is to find the coordinates: 
 
p(0) = t1(0): p(1) = t1(1): p(2) = t2(0): p(3) = t2(1) (1) 
p(4) = t4(0): p(5) = t4(1): p(6) = t3(0): p(7) = t3(1) (2) 
p(8) = t1(0): p(9) = t1(1): p(10) = t5(0 (3) 
p(11) = t5(1): p(12) = t6(0): p(13) = t6(1) (4) 
Set pp = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace. _ AddLightWeight-
Polyline(p) (5) 
pp.Rotate t7, Bars(i, 4)  (6) 
pp.Update (7) 
 

The class Seam. The welding seam calculation be-
gins from specific bar’s stress N and thickness T wing of 
angle selection from the bars’ matrix, welding material’s 

strength R selection and welding seam’s height hs and 
length ls calculations: 
 
Public Sub Seam_geometry(T, N, R, ls, hs) (8) 
hs = T * 0.1 – 0.2 (9) 
ls = Abs(N / (2 * hs * R)) (10) 
End Sub (11) 
 

The coordinates are determined where the welding 
seam’s characteristics are written to using following pro-
gramming code: 
 
tx = "z" & hs * 10 & "          " & _   
Round(((d2 * ls) + 1) * 10, 0) (12) 
Set tobj = ThisDrawing.ModelSpace._ 
AddText(tx, tt22, 3#) (13) 
tobj.Update (14) 
Siule tt1 (15) 

 
Here the procedure Seam draws a sign of a welding 

method, a triangle in the middle of a text object, an arrow 
with horizontal line and dotted line which means that the 
seam is on the visible side. The result is presented in the 
node’s drawing (Fig 7). 

The class Sheet. The node sheet’s drawing begins 
from finding the node’s bars and determining end coordi-
nates of the welding seams. It is done in two cycles be-
cause the bars’ numbers begin and end at the node. For 
example, node 4 is the start of bar 45 and the end of bars 
14 and 24. Presented code example finds the nodes (j=4) 
starting bar and end coordinates of its welding seams:  

 
k = 0 (16) 
For i = 1 To n  (17) 
If stnr(i, 1) = j Then (18) 
k = k + 1 (19) 
mkor(k, 1) = kor(i, 1) (20) 
mkor(k, 2) = kor(i, 2) (21) 
mkor(k, 3) = kor(i, 3) (22) 
mkor(k, 4) = kor(i, 4) (23) 
End If (24) 
Next i (25) 
 

The procedure result is the end coordinates matrix 
[mkor] of the node bars welding seams with (k × 4) 
measurements where k is the number of bars in the node. 
A function is used to find maximal value in the matrix 
specific column: 
 
Function maxkord(kor As Variant, _  
b As Integer, st As Integer) As Double (26) 
max = kor(1, st) (27) 
   For i = 2 To b (28) 
       If kor(i, st) > max Then (29) 
       max = kor(i, st) (30) 
       End If (31) 
   Next i (32) 
maxkord = max (33) 
End Function (34) 
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Node sheet dimensions are found using this func-
tion: 

 
If minkord(mkor, k, 1) < minkord(mkor, k, 3) The  (35) 
    t1(0) = minkord(mkor, k, 1) (36) 
Else : t1(0) = minkord(mkor, k, 3) (37) 
End If (38) 
If minkord(mkor, k, 2) < minkord(mkor, k, 4) The  (39) 
    t1(1) = minkord(mkor, k, 2) (40) 
Else : t1(1) = minkord(mkor, k, 4) (41) 
End If (42) 
t1(2) = 0 (43) 
If maxkord(mkor, k, 1) > maxkord(mkor, k, 3) Then  (44) 
    t2(0) = maxkord(mkor, k, 1) (45) 
Else :  t2(0) = maxkord(mkor, k, 3) (46) 
End If (47) 
t2(1) = t1(1) : t2(2) = 0 (48) 
If maxkord(mkor, k, 2) > maxkord(mkor, k, 2) Then  (49) 
    t3(1) = maxkord(mkor, k, 2) (50) 
Else : t3(1) = maxkord(mkor, k, 4) (51) 
End If (52) 

 
When three coordinate points of a rectangle are 

found the fourth one is defined by using coordinates 
properties and the node sheet can be drawn (Fig 7). 

The object-oriented programming language, which 
directly allows implement UML project, is used for de-
signing the system. Breaking down the system into 
classes with specific properties and methods allows writ-
ing a program with individual modules, which simplifies 
and clarifies programmer’s work. 

Example of the steel truss automated design system 

Flat steel truss automated design system is pre-
sented. User has prepared initial data (Fig 5), where the 
first row has nodes x, y coordinates, the second row has 
stress of the bars, the third row has bars’ start node num-
bers and the fourth one has bars’ end node numbers 
(Fig 6). 

 

 
Fig 5. The initial data of a truss 

 
The program reads initial data and forms nodes, 

stress and bars numbers matrices. Later the bars matrix is 
formed in a cycle from all truss bars (Fig 9), the axes 
(Fig 6) and the truss bars (Fig 10) are drawn, the welding 
seams are designated and the node sheets are designed 
(Fig 7). 

Program’s procedure results for designing truss and 
updating drawing with specification formation are shown 
in Fig 10 and Fig 8.  

 

 
Fig 6. The truss node with three bar drawing 

 

 

 

 
Fig 7. The truss node with three bar drawing 

 

 

 

 
Fig 8. The specification of truss node objects 
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Fig 9. Main menu and automatically founded information 

 

 
Fig 10. Automated formed truss. 

 

Summary and future perspectives 

These creation methods of the automated design sys-
tems are discovered. 

First, the planning of automated design system is 
modeled by UML. Use case diagram allows distributing 
task’s solution to a few stages with clear regulations on 
what takes part in the job: user or computer. The calcula-
tion stage is executed together because it needs to prepare 
initial data, select calculation schema, present load or 
stress and displacements. The design stage, which is dis-
covered in this article, fully executes the program where 
main elements are the programming classes. The specifi-
cation stage is started by the user and executed by the 
program. The collaboration diagram presents specific use 
case needed objects and relationship among them. The 

objects such as form, database, the drawing are already 
class objects, but the matrix does not become a class, it 
only stores and returns useful information as the pro-
gram’s variable which is used by other classes. The ob-
jects truss bar, welding seam and node sheet become the 
main classes which methods are discussed in this article. 
The state charts diagram presents dynamic relations of 
objects and that is very useful in programming stage. 

Second, object-oriented programming language, 
which directly allows implement UML project, is used 
for designing the system. Breaking down the system into 
classes with specific properties and methods allows writ-
ing a program with individual modules, which simplifies 
and clarifies programmer’s work. Three graphical objects 
are defined: bar, seam and sheet. The bars are selected 
from the database and while drawing them the extended 
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data with object’s actual information is appended. The 
welding seam depends on the force in the bar and the 
selected welding material from material database. The 
node sheet is designed based on the length of the welding 
seam, and its thickness is selected dependent on the 
maximum force influencing a specific node. 

Third, a connection is highlighted between the pro-
gram’s variable matrix in which information about truss 
bars is stored and from which it is returned. This object-
matrix connects other classes of a truss into one good 
system and it capacitates automated design for compli-
cated engineering system.  

Fourth, a graphical environment and a working pro-
gramming language in this environment are required for 
design of such systems. For example, Visual Basic for 
Application programming language works with the 
AutoCAD environment. 

In the future, using this truss design technology, it is 
planned to solving truss net and form optimization tasks. 
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